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THE BOOK THIEF – AND OTHERS! 
  
 A plethora of reviews to whet the appetite this month as some members had already read this book 
and seen the film. We agreed that we could choose an alternative book instead which resulted in reviews of 
some interesting books which are included below. 

 

The Book Thief by Markus Zusak 
 

  

The Book Thief tells the story of Liesel, a young girl caught up in the evils of Nazi Germany. She is taken from 

her parents because they are communists and given to strangers to foster her.  We then watch her grow from 

frightened, illiterate little girl to someone who eventually reads to a distressed mother and also to calm people 

in a bomb shelter. Through her and the happenings locally we are shown that words can be powerful both for 

good and evil.  Her first “stolen” book has an unlikely title,” The Gravediggers Handbook” but because she 

acquired this at the time of her little brother’s death, she forms a desperate need to learn how to read.  She is 

helped in this by her foster father Hans with whom she develops a close bond and eventually by Max, a young 

Jew, who is hidden in the basement of their house.  

The narrator is Death, who lets us see the wider context in which Liesel’s neighbourhood exists. He allows us 

to see the effects of propaganda and extreme violent control; but also despite this, that within some human 

beings, there is inherent compassion and goodness, no matter what the possible cost. We also see that 

kindness is not always that simple as the kind act by Hans of giving bread to a starving Jew leads to Max having 

to leave the safety of their house. Hans, a painter and decorator by trade also loses most of his business 

because he had painted over symbols daubed on Jewish houses. 

The book is set in Germany and the bombs which kill thousands are English but it could be set in any country 

where there is a dictator who rules through fear, propaganda and hatred, and is very relevant to our own time. 

It was also a reminder of members’ experiences as a family during the war. 

The theme of the written word and books runs throughout the story and epitomises the kindness of the 

Mayor’s wife who encourages Liesel to “steal/borrow” books; the hatred of books by the Nazis; the change in 

attitude of the next door neighbour and Max’s legacy in the book written by him for Liesel. There are many 

aspects to this story including the developing relationship between Liesel and Rudi, the boy next door who 

joins Hitler Youth while despising everything it stands for. The characters are easily imagined with the 

relationships brilliantly portrayed. The reader empathises with them as pawns in the game of one mad man’s 

destruction of their life plans. 



The use of Death as the narrator is very clever. He is neutral but sees everything and “is haunted by humans”. 

After the 2nd World war, there was an optimism that the overwhelming sense of the humanity of ordinary folk 

would override any future possibility of such monstrous leaders such as Hitler emerging again. This made it 

very difficult to read in the current context of Ukraine and the genocide experience there. Even closer to home 

the disregard for humanity is coming out in contemporary UK politics. 

 

  

Sad Little Men by Richard Beard   

This book perceptively analyses the privileged education and sense of entitlement our current politicians have 

which make them so unsuitable to govern the country and could so easily, as within the environs of The Book 

Thief, “enable ignorant monsters to change our way of life and undermine our humanity”. 

 

Moon Tiger by Penelope Lively  
 
A moon tiger is a type of burning wick insect repellent lit at night to keep mosquitoes at bay in hot countries.  
This book won the 1987 Booker prize. It is about the life of Claudia who, as she lies in a hospital bed with 
terminal cancer, thinks about writing a history of the world . The book is also a kaleidoscope of memories from 
her own life. Her brother Gordon and she were lifelong sibling rivals, best friends, and briefly lovers . Their 
adult lives take completely different paths, he as an economist in India, and Claudia, having trained as a news 
journalist and historian, finds herself in the Middle East during and after World war 2. The author’ descriptions 
of the desert , falling in love, and loss are intricately and expertly woven into a captivating tale, not least as it 
deals with the unusual role of a female war reporter in a man’s world.  
     

Magpie Murders by Anthony Horowitz 
 
Channelling Agatha Christie, Magpie Murders begins with a publishing editor (and the reader) settling down to 
read a murder mystery set in a sleepy 1950s English village.  All is not as it seems though as 200 pages later the 
story ends before we find out whodunnit and we leap into the present day with the book author's own death 
and the efforts of his editor to solve both mysteries. 
 
Cleverly interweaving two stories, fiendishly plotted and with red herrings aplenty, this is an inventive treat for 
whodunnit fans, albeit let down by some lazy and stereotypical portrayal of gay characters. 

 

One for the Money by Janet Evanovich 
 
This award winning American crime writer’s character is Stephanie Plum, brought up in New Jersey and 
wanting to be independent from her family, short of money as always, she takes on a job for her low-life 
cousin Vinnie as a bail bondsman. Being paid to bring in fugitives who have skipped bail, she rides her luck 
surrounded by a colourful cast of characters.  An enjoyable read, fast paced and full of humour, this is 
escapism at its best! 
 

 

The Last Library by Freya Sampson 
 
This was chosen by one of our members who has been personally involved in saving a library. It is a 
lightweight, enjoyable book about June who is trying to save a library and is a reminder of the importance of 
libraries in the community. “ A story of love, loss and the importance of books in our lives”  
 
 



So many interesting stories! 
 
Christine Wright 


